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Impact @ Scale (I@S) is a long-term community  
development banking sector initiative designed 
to build the capacity of Community Development 
Financial Institution (CDFI) banks, Minority Depository 
Institutions (MDI) banks, and other mission-focused banks 
(collectively called “Community Development Banks” 
or CDBs) to collect, analyze, and communicate how 
their work generates impact in the communities they 
serve. Operated through a partnership between Partners 
for the Common Good (PCG) and the Community 
Development Bankers Association (CDBA), the initiative 
seeks to help CDBs integrate purpose and impact in their 
business strategies and better communicate their impact 
through data and stories. 

The I@S training program was launched in 2019 to  
help bankers build impact measurement and 

small business lending and working with entrepreneurs of 
color. Small business lending was emphasized because 
entrepreneurship is a driver of wealth creation and 
economic opportunity, especially for people of color 
who are disproportionately employed in lower-wage 
jobs due to structural barriers resulting in occupational 
segregation.1 While CDFI banks focus on a wide range 

activity is core to the business model for most.2 In fact, 
CDFI banks reported $27.8 billion in commercial loans 
outstanding at 12/31/2021.3 

Regulated CDFIs and MDIs have less experience,  
however, in measuring impact than their non-regulated 

 

tax status) were early adopters of impact measurement 
as it is often a funding requirement or makes them more 
competitive in securing funding. Before I@S, there were 
few venues for CDBs to learn about impact data and 
IMM – and none tailored to the banking industry. I@S has 
since expanded to focus on all types of lending activities 
in which CDBs engage.
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To design the I@S curriculum, the PCG-CDBA team con-
vened a working group of nine banks in January 2019.4 In 
addition, we gathered input from several bank and non-

strong IMM programs.5 We completed a landscape survey 
with each practitioner in 1.5 hour interviews to learn best-

-
FIs had in common. Finally, we held hour-long interviews 
with each bank enrolled in I@S to determine baseline IMM 
practices and to assess where the program could have 

A foundational principle of building an effective IMM pro-
gram is to recognize that it is a journey - not a destination. 
Building an IMM system is an iterative process, starting with 
where you are today. It doesn’t matter whether you are 
new to IMM or have a robust system in place. At each 

improving on what you have already built. Keep in mind 
that your journey will have multiple dimensions. Through 
hours of interviews and meetings with CDBs and other 

-
ics, and systems; (2) impact storytelling; (3) organizational 
culture and internal branding; and (4) integrating impact 
into strategic planning.

CDBs are headquartered in geographic areas with high 
concentrations of poverty and people of color. Our 
funder, the W. K. Kellogg Foundation, centers its work on 
children of color and poverty alleviation with a particular 
focus on racial equity. Small business creation and entre-
preneurship have a powerful potential to address the ra-
cial wealth gap and are activities on which most CDBs are 
focused. To that end we built the I@S training curriculum 
around strategies for CDBs to support Black, Indigenous 
and People of Color (BIPOC) entrepreneurs. To empha-
size the experiences of both bank staff and customers of 
color, the I@S curriculum included diversity, equity, 
and inclusion (DEI) exercises for all participants.

program alone will not dismantle the 
historic and system-ic barriers to wealth creation for 
BIPOC, we incorporated content to expand awareness 
and facilitate discussion on how bankers can approach 
their work with racial equity in mind. 

The I@S training program consisted of two six-month- 
long cohorts that ran from September 2019 to Septem-
ber 2020. Each cohort included a two-day in-person 
workshop, followed by monthly webinars, and ending 
with a two-day in-person workshop. The sessions fea-
tured subject matter experts and bank peers. Participants 
were assigned optional homework to complete related 
to the four curriculum themes. The assignments put theo-
ry into practice and challenged participants to apply the 

from September 2019 to January 2020. We launched the 

two-day in-person workshop. Due to COVID, we had to 
pivot and host the concluding two-day workshop virtually 
over several half days in the fall of 2020. Despite the dis-
ruption, our participants persevered and all banks com-
pleted the program. Overall, 92 people from 47 banks 
completed the I@S training program over the course of 

-
lighted in the guide as “Best Practices.”

The next phase of I@S is to make the learning process on-
going. This practitioner guide and additional materials 
are intended to continue the dialogue and to educate 
bank employees, facilitate the adoption of IMM prac-
tices, and support continuous learning across the CDB 
sector. PCG-CDBA has enhanced its programming to 
include IMM topics and launched ongoing peer groups 
of bank professionals working in marketing and impact 
and data analytics that meet virtually multiple times 
per year. Through long-term and sustained focus, 
CDBs will be able to facilitate long-term adoption of 
IMM practices.

1 Bahn, Kate and Carmen Sanchez Cumming. U.S. occupational segregation by race, ethnicity, and gender. Washington 
Center for Equitable Growth. July 2020.

2

Collection Report (ACR): A Snapshot for Fiscal Year 2020. October 2021.
3 FDIC Website, Call Reports for 12/31/2021.
4

(Baltimore MD), Industrial Bank (Washington DC), Southern Bancorporation (Arkadelphia AR), Sunrise Banks (St. Paul), The First 
(Hattiesburg MS), Virginia Community Capital Bank (Richmond VA).

5

Partners (Arlington VA), Coastal Enterprises Inc. (Brunswick ME), Community First Fund (Landcaster PA), Craft 3 (Oregon), Hope 
Enterprise (Jackson MS), IFF (Chicago IL), LIFTFund (San Antonio TX), Accion Opportunity Fund (San Jose CA), Reinvestment 
Fund (Philadelphia P), Urban Institute (Washington DC).
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CDBA and PCG leadership and staff have co-authored impact guides with Aeris Insight (formerly CARS), trained Minority Depository Institutions (MDIs) with Deloitte as part of the 2014 CDFI Fund Capacity Building Initiative, and presented on IMM at several FDIC conferences and Opportunity Finance 
Network events. In 2019, they jointly launched I@S as an industry initiative to build the IMM capacity of the sector.

 is 
the national trade association for the CDB sector. CDBA has over 
20 years of experience with public policy advocacy and programs 
designed to promote knowledge sharing and best practices in the 
sector. 

CDBA and PCG leadership and staff have co-authored impact guides 
with Aeris Insight (formerly CARS), trained Minority Depository Institutions 
(MDIs) with Deloitte as part of the 2014 CDFI Fund Capacity Building 
Initiative, and presented on IMM at several FDIC conferences and 
Opportunity Finance Network events. In 2019, they jointly launched I@S 

as an industry initiative to build the IMM capacity of the sector.

�����
organization whose mission is to advance economic justice and 

to bring capital, create opportunity, and build wealth for low-
income people and communities. PCG’s CDFI loan fund operates 

CapNexus platform provides industry news and opportunities. In 
2001, PCG helped launch and has since hosted the Community 
Development Bankers Association (CDBA).



CDBA and PCG leadership and staff have co-authored impact guides with Aeris Insight (formerly CARS), trained Minority Depository Institutions (MDIs) with Deloitte as part of the 2014 CDFI Fund Capacity Building Initiative, and presented on IMM at several FDIC conferences and Opportunity Finance 
Network events. In 2019, they jointly launched I@S as an industry initiative to build the IMM capacity of the sector.
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This Basics of Impact Analytics Practitioner 
Guide serves as a primer and introduction  
for staff and banks new to impact measur-
ement and management (IMM). This guide  
will provide a high-level overview of the basics  
of IMM.  The guide is part of a series: each 
component will dive deeper into the themes 
of the Impact @ Scale (I@S) curriculum.  

 
the IMM needs of the regulated CDB sector.  

business sector, IMM is in its infancy. As more for-

within their business models, they are voluntarily 
collecting data for rating services, such as B 
Corporation, to distinguish themselves as purpose-
led and contributing to a better society. As such, 
IMM-type practices are emerging within the for-

feeling that they are “behind” in IMM compared to 
non-regulated CDFIs, the reality is that they're early 

adoption barriers is that common non-regulated 
CDFI sector practices for collecting impact 

requirements, and operations of regulated CDFIs. 
New models and tools are needed.

I@S is aimed at building the internal capacity of 
every CDB to tell their “why” through data and 
stories. With this foundation, banks can make 
informed decisions about how to integrate purpose, 
impact, and business strategy to better serve BIPOC 
and economically distressed communities. We 
recognize that success will look different for each 
bank. Integrating IMM into internal organizational 
processes will require a long-term investment of 

Anthony Tucker, owner of Nomad Deli, shakes the 
hand of Zachary Petry, the small business lending 
manager at Virginia Community Capital.
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For a CDB, “impact” is the change you 
seek to have on your community. Impact 
can be positive, negative or neutral. 

CDFI, the changes you seek often include 
improving economic opportunity for 

live or work in a low-income or otherwise 
underserved community. If you are a CDB 
that is interested in climate issues, you 
may seek to improve the quality of the 
environment of your community – or at least 
minimize the negative impact of activities 

“impacts” that your bank may be interested 
in promoting and are aligned with your 
greater strategic and business goals. 

��������
WHAT IS IMPACT 
AND WHY SHOULD 
YOU MEASURE IT?

Carver State Bank is proud to serve entrepreneur 
Renee Williams and her Savannah, GA-based child 
care center, Renee's Kids World.
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During our I@S baseline interviews with bankers, the statements above 
were common. While earnest in their desire to improve their bank’s impact 
performance, the statements revealed a very common misunderstanding 
about impact data in the CDB sector.

 
Banks collect customer data for many business purposes, 
but they don’t realize it can be repurposed for impact. 
Before we dive into metrics, in Part II we will discuss some 
of the big-picture issues you need to consider as you plan 
your IMM. In Part III, we will cover some of the basics of 
IMM terminology and concepts. In the Appendices, we 
will highlight common metrics for mis-sion lenders and 
provide additional resources.

 
Start with where your CDB is today. At each step of your 

you have already built. Part of the journey is shifting your 
organization from a "compliance" culture to a "learning" 
culture (see Exhibit 1). 

Impact measurement and manage-

and philanthropic sectors – and 
-

tors. While impact measurement is 
relatively new to the business world, 
social entrepreneurship, impact 
investing, and impact measurement 
are among the hottest topics in busi-
ness schools. 

Collection and analysis of impact 
data is important for all CDBs to 
understand how effectively they 
serve their target markets and 
ensure alignment of strategies and 

operations with the achievement of 
mission-related goals. In this series, 
we attempt to build on and adapt 

-

sector. 

IMM is a discipline with an emerging 
set of standardized metrics. Some of 
the terminology will be new and the 

-
cial metrics may seem unusual for a 
bank. In Appendix 1, How to Use the 
Impact Metrics Menu, we outline a 

common bank lending activities. 
Banks should neither feel that the 
Impact Metrics Menu is exhaustive 
nor think that they are required to 
collect all metrics on the list. A CDB 
should select only those metrics 

design its own metrics tailored to its 
strategy and products.



We only collect data that is 
required by regulators or the 
CDFI Fund. It's too expensive or 
time consuming to do more!

COMPLIANCE 
CULTURE

COMPETITION 
MOTIVATION

EXTERNAL 
BRANDING 
MOTIVATION

INTERNAL 
BRANDING 

MOTIVATION

LEARNING 
CULTURE

We collect impact data because we have 
heard it will make us more competitive  
for CDFI Fund money.

We are going to use impact data & stories in 
our marketing materials so our customers will 

know why we are a great bank. 

We share our impact data & stories with 
employees. It makes them feel good to 
work for a bank that does good things.  

We use our impact data to make smarter 
decisions. Data helps us to know what works 

and where to focus our efforts.

MAKING THE 
MINDSET SHIFT 
EXHIBIT 1 

Each bank has its own journey to define its “why” and build its unique 
IMM strategy. Some banks may be further along the journey than others. 
To help you evaluate where your bank may be on the impact spectrum, 
we created the Impact Journey Map (see Appendix 2). You can use the 
Journey Map as an internal tool to assess where your bank is today and 
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map your future.
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map your future.
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IMM can create a better performing 

fold: 

Facilitating data-driven decision 
making aligned with the mission, 
purpose and goals of the bank.

Reporting and compliance for 
government funding programs.

Enhancing competitiveness for 
government, philanthropic, and 
socially motivated investor capital 
and deposits.

Enhancing customer brand loyalty 
associated with good work in the 
communit

Increasing employee buy-in and 
satisfaction associated with 
working for a purpose led 
company.

The scale of lending and operations of 
regulated CDBs create unique challenges 
with IMM adoption relative to their smaller 
non-regulated CDFI peers. To break through 
the barriers, it requires planning, team 
building, and investment in systems to 
automate and streamline data collection. 

In the following 
-

bankers that participated in I@S. 
Launching an IMM system may seem 
daunting. Banks that have implemented 
systems agree the 

broken into smaller practical 
steps that are implemented over time.

City First Bank combined New 
Market and Historic Tax Credits to 
provide construction rehabilitation 
for Washington, D.C.’s historic Atlas 
Theater, a performing arts center. 
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For every CDB, strategic planning should begin with impact. In our forthcoming 
I@S Practitioner Guide called Strategic Planning to Maximize Impact, we will 
discuss how CDBs can amend their planning processes to integrate impact 
goals with business strategy. Below is a general discussion.

always begins with a discussion of impact goals. What is 
the social or community problem the organization was 
created to address? What change does it seek to create? 
How will the organization move the needle in solving  
the problem?

By contrast, traditional community bank strategic plan-

forecasting and scenario planning, risk assessment, and 
operating environment assessment (i.e., market, economy, 
legislative or regulatory changes). 

Each of these elements is, of course, critically important 
-

panies seek to integrate social purpose within their busi-

need to evolve to incorporate impact at the highest levels 
of decision making. 

A new hybrid CDB strategic planning process is needed 

other goals. This does not mean that CDBs should forget 

-
tions. While CDFI banks have some access to government 
subsidies through the US Treasury’s CDFI Fund, the dollar 
amounts are unpredictable and inadequate relative to 
the size of the industry. 

Furthermore, bank examiners typically disallow consider-
ation of such subsidies for meeting earnings benchmarks 
and only count earnings generated from “core”  
banking activities. 

What makes successful CDBs unique is their ability to 

-
ered empowers customers to purchase a home, launch 
or expand a small business, create jobs, build affordable 

 
SOUTHERN BANCORP
Growing the GDP of Arkansas & the Mississippi Delta
Impact is central to Southern Bancorp's strategic planning. In 2017, the bank set 10-year impact goals related to affordable 
housing, job creation and retention, and customer savings.  A key part of Southern’s plan for growing economic opportunity 
in its rural market is to grow small businesses and jobs. In 2021, the bank originated 4,030 business loans totaling $654 million. 
Collectively, these customers created or retained 19,117 jobs in 2021 based on data collected by Southern during the 
application, underwriting, and loan closing process.  Taking their analysis a step further, each year Southern engages 
economist Dr. Gregory Hamilton (retired) of University of Arkansas at Little Rock to create job and Gross Domestic Product 
impact estimates using the nationally recognized impact model IMPLAN.  

As Southern collects industry NAICS codes for each borrower, the IMPLAN software can pull industry data to estimate 
sales, income, jobs and Gross Domestic Product (GDP) that are likely to be generated.  In total, Southern’s borrowers are 
estimated to have had a $1.1 billion GDP impact on Mississippi and Arkansas in 2021.  While still in the planning phase, 
Southern hopes to enhance and verify its estimates by administering a borrower survey as part of loan monitoring at least 
once during the term of each loan.
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including a discussion about how your 
products, services and delivery strat-
egies align with the goal. A well-de-
signed impact strategy will articulate 
the linkages between what the bank 
does and what it hopes to achieve 
(outcomes). Like a business plan, an 
impact strategy will:

Establish an intentional process
to facilitate dialogue and agree-
ment about a CDB’s intended
impacts (i.e., scope, scale, depth,
focus areas)

Foster internal alignment around
impact goals

Serve as a roadmap to guide
selection of metrics for measuring,
managing, and communicating
impact

Guide decision-making so that
day-to-day choices contribute to
the bank’s impact goals

Provide a visual tool to communi-
cate your bank's intentional com-
mitment to impact that is clear to
employees, customers, investors,
and other stakeholders

 

If these components are not planned 
in concert, it will inevitably lead to 
confusion as bank personnel may 
feel that they are working in seem-
ingly contradictory directions. 

Importantly, bank directors, the CEO, 
and the rest of the C-Suite must buy 
into the impact goals and how they 
integrate with the traditional business 
functions of the bank.

2017 2018 2019 10 Year Progress

20,000 
2,543
people

1,456
people

1,739
people

10,273
people

120,000 

10,741
est. jobs 

9,254
est. jobs

10,783
est. jobs

80,308
est. jobs in AR & MS

$851 M
est. GDP impact

$727 M
est. GDP impact

$864 M
est. GDP impact

$6.1 Billion
est. impact on AR & MS 

2,000,000 6,586
people

7,965
people

9,039
people

212,799
people

10 Year Goal (2017 2026)* 2020

2,203
people

34,882
est. jobs

$2.6 B
est. GDP impact

93,989
people

2021

2,332
people

14,648
est. jobs

$1.1 B
est. GDP impact

95,220
People

% of Loans in CDFI target markets (Goal: 60%) 2017 2018 2019

Southern Bancorp Bank****
$ 62% 66% 67%

# 77% 79% 73%

Southern Bancorp Community Partners
$ 86% 99% 100%

# 81% 92% 100%

2020

88%

96%

94%

90%

2021

87%

96%

73%

78%

HOUSING

JOBS

SAVINGS

10 YEAR GOAL PROGRESS
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Your impact data may be of interest to many external stakeholders 
(i.e., CDFI Fund, impact  investors, customers). Yet, the data’s most important 
use is as a business analytic tool for informing CDB strategy.  

�

 

A sample dashboard report can be 
seen in Exhibit 2. The dashboard of 
each CDB should be tailored to the 
priorities of each institution.

 

IMM systems with a reporting feed-
back loop will enable leadership to 
compare results against achieve-ment 
of strategic priorities and make 
changes in products, services, and 
delivery to improve performance (see 
Exhibit 3). 

IMM provides the framework  
for establishing desired outcomes, 
articulating the steps and activities to 
achieve the outcome, and 
implementing processes to collect  
and analyze data to measure 
progress. Once you clarify a desired 
outcome, IMM creates a framework to 
evaluate whether a bank’s practices 
are contributing to the change. A  
well-designed IMM should provide  the 
CDB with insight into what 

With its feedback loop, IMM assumes a 
“constant change” environment. 
It recognizes that impact data 
collection is and should be an iterative 
and ongoing activity. The data 

priorities of the institution. The priorities 
of the bank are likely to shift over time 
in response to an ever-changing 
environment and new opportunities. 

After your CDB has created an impact 
strategy, it is in a good position to 
identify the metrics that are most 
aligned with its goals. Identifying your 
goals will prevent you from wasting 
time and effort collecting data that 
isn’t relevant. 

 

Only collect data that will be helpful in 
tracking progress toward strategic 
goals. Two important IMM axioms are 
“less is more” and “quality over 
quantity.” In short, it is best to collect 

One I@S participant relayed 
a story whereby the bank began 
collecting impact data on every 
metric they could think of to ensure 
they “didn’t leave anything that might 
be useful out.” During implementation, 
management got push back from the 
lending department because it 
created too much work. As a result, 
data was collected on less than 15%  
of their loans. The low collection  rates 
caused the bank to rethink  

metrics to a handful of the most 
important. Thereafter, collection rates 

Another bank that began the IMM 
journey found that staff quickly 
became overwhelmed as they tried to 
imagine how to measure impact on 
each product line. 

After some frustrating months,  
they decided to scale it back. They 
picked two lending types, small 
business and mortgage lending, that 
were key to their strategic plan goals. 
They focused on building their IMM 
system around the two lending types. 
They agreed they would learn from 
those and add others later.

��������������
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EXHIBIT 2 
Sample Internal Form Used By City First Bank

CITY FIRST BANK, N.A.
MISSION STATISTICS

YEAR TO DATE (YTD) FIGURES - AS OF 12/31/21
NOTES: Anything in grey will be updated later, 2020 figures are consolidated for legacy City First Bank, N.A and Broadway Federal Bank, f.s.b.
Target Customers Total Loans YTD ($) % Loans YTD ($) Total Loans YTD 

(#)
% Loans YTD (#) Total Loans 2020 ($) % Loans 2020 ($)

Housing Developer or Investor
Nonprofit (excluding developers)
Small-Medium Business
Total

Impact Metrics Total Impact YTD Total Impact 2020
# of Affordable Housing Units
# of Jobs Created or Retained
# of Community Members Served
# Green Loans

Loan Originations by CDFI Loan Product Types Total Loans YTD ($) % Loans YTD ($) Total Loans YTD 
(#)

% Loans YTD (#) Total Loans 2020 ($) % Loans 2020 ($)

Business
Business - PPP
CRE - Commercial 
CRE - Charter Schools
CRE - Community Facilities
CRE - Healthcare
CDFI Lending
Residential RE - Affordable
Residential RE - Market Rate
Total

Targeted Impact Segments Total Loans YTD ($) % Loans YTD ($) Total Loans YTD 
(#)

% Loans YTD (#) Total Loans 2020 ($) Benchmark

Mission Lending
CDFI Investment Area
Low to Moderate Income (LMI) serving customer 
but not in an LMI geography
African- American Led Not for Profit  or AA owned 
business
Hispanic Led Not for Profit or owned business

Geographies - Counties Total Loans YTD ($) % Loans YTD ($) Total Loans YTD 
(#)

% Loans YTD (#) Total Loans 2020 ($) % Loans 2020 ($)

Washington, DC
Prince Georges County, MD
Baltimore City, MD
Los Angeles County, CA
Orange County, CA
Riverside County, CA
San Bernadino County, CA
San Diego County, CA
Other County
Total
Geographies - High poverty areas of focus Total Loans YTD ($) % Loans YTD ($) Total Loans YTD 

(#)
% Loans YTD (#) Total Loans 2020 ($) % Loans 2020 ($)

DC - Wards 7 & 8
Baltimore City, MD
South Los Angeles
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Feedback Loop

Interstate Building Materials supplies 
building materials to area contractors 
and is a long-time customer of BOM 
Bank, based in Many, LA.
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Building buy-in within your bank's team is critical 
to success in impact measurement. 

In CBDA's 2013 study, when asked about chal-
lenges experienced with building IMM systems, 
the most frequently cited concern was not tech-
nology, software, or metrics - but lack of consis-
tent implementation. Participants echoed the 
same sentiment in 2019.

PRACTITIONER GUIDE: THE BASICS OF IMPACT ANALYTICS
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The CEO plays an essential role. If IMM 
is not a CEO priority everyone in the 
bank knows it – and it is “game over” 
for successfully implementing IMM. 
IMM implementation requires coordi-
nation across departments within the 
bank. Changing processes or behav-
iors of employees will likely encounter 
resistance. If a staffer assigned prima-
ry responsibility for implementing IMM 
does not have strong CEO support, 
internal resistance to change will lead 
to adoption failure. That employee 
will likely feel unsupported and frus-
trated, which increases the potential 
for turnover in the position. 

Part of this process means explicitly 
recognizing that the bank is forging  
a new path that is divergent from the 
dominant banking industry culture 

sole focus. As discussed above, CDBs 
are part of a growing group of hybrid 
companies that blend purpose with 

-
ly just and sustainable world. Within 

intertwined. Core to a CDBs purpose 
is improving the economic, environ-
mental, or other outcomes in their 

 
business model. 

CDB leadership faces a particular 
challenge in the cultivation of IMM 
buy-in. Most CDBs hire the large 
majority of their seasoned personnel 
from other banks – a sensible strategy 
given that they have the technical 
knowledge, skills, and experience in 
bank operations. The culture of the 
traditional banking industry places the 
highest priority on maximizing share-

a consideration except potentially 
within the narrow context of meet-
ing regulatory obligation under the 
Community Reinvestment Act. Like 

services. Yet, CDBs are unique be-

force for good – to create economic 
opportunity. 

A discussion of consumer and market 
trends that are giving purpose-led 
businesses a competitive edge can 
be found in our forthcoming Prac-
titioner Guide on building a pur-
pose-led culture and brand.
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Implementing an IMM system requires 
coordination across multiple depart-
ments within a bank. It will mean 
asking employees to do something 
new – or do something differently – in 
their current jobs. Facilitating adop-
tion of new technologies or processes 
can create friction if employees do 
not understand why the change is 
important -- or if they are not part of 
designing a solution they are respon-
sible for implementing. To understand 
the process of how to change inter-

“change management” is focused 
on helping businesses with adoption 
challenges related to technology 

Generally, change management 
experts advise the following steps:

• Acknowledge and understand
the need for change

• Communicate the need and
involve people in designing
and developing solutions to
implement the change

• Develop the change plans

• Implement change plans

• Evaluate progress

• Celebrate success

Employees with the most direct 

relationship managers, customer 
service) often have the best ideas on 
how to gather customer data. Begin 
by explaining the strategic priorities 
of the bank and how impact data 

problem (i.e., lack of access to data 
already collected and/or a need 
to collect new data). Explain why it 
is a problem that the bank wants to 
solve. Then ask employees for input 
on the most effective ways to access 
or gather the data – while minimizing 
cost and burden on employees. 

You will also need to engage other 
internal stakeholders whose support is 
necessary for a meaningful change 
to be executed (i.e., IT department 

reports, compliance staff to input 
data or monitor customer reports, 
managers to provide quality control). 
Empower the team to uncover and 
solve implementation problems as 
they may arise. Finally, everyone ap-
preciates recognition. Celebrate the 
team’s success in solving the problem 
and sharing the impact data results 
organization wide.
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Another related best practice is to 
hire a full-time employee dedicated 
to IMM to handle day-to-day imple-

plan will depend on the size of the 
bank and its staff. Some banks have 

Impact Manager position respon-
sible for managing, analyzing, and 
ensuring data quality control. Small 
banks often assign this function to a 

were frequently cited as the primary 
point of contact for borrowers. Thus, 
they are in the most strategic position 
to collect customer data and input it 
into the system. 

The axiom “junk in, leads to junk out” 
is absolutely true for IMM. As part of 
your IMM system, you will need to 
develop clear standards and inter-
nal processes for bank personnel 
involved at all stages of data collec-

review what is submitted by others is 
important for data integrity.  

This task can be performed by an 
Impact Manager. If a bank does not 
have an Impact Manager, com-
pliance staff were frequently cited 
as the best to assign to the task of 
quality control. The process should 
have the same rigor as collecting in-
formation that is used for compliance 
and reporting to regulatory agencies. 
Like other critical business or com-
pliance metrics, some CDBs have 
incorporated data completeness or 
achievement of impact or mission-re-
lated lending into staff performance 
evaluations and compensation. 
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compliance staff maintaining consistently high-quality data collection and input. To ensure impact data is gathered and 
appropriately entered into the core system or a database, some CDBs have employed the following strategies:

Creating training and written
procedures for data collection

Developing a worksheet to

collection

for personnel responsible for
data collection and/or input to
promote greater accuracy and
higher completion rates

presenting at loan committee
if their impact data collection

sheet has not been turned in 
or is not complete prior to 
meeting time

Employing a loan application
system set up to block any loans 
from reaching the closing stage  

fully completed

Sending month-end reports to all
involved staff and supervisors to
highlight impact data that is
still missing and assigning an
Impact Manager to follow up

Assigning a manager to review all
inputted data for accuracy and
completeness

Incorporating data collection
into work plan/employee 
performance evaluation to 
formalize the priority for the 
CDB and hold the individual  
accountable to it
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With a loan from Optus Bank, entrepreneur Orlando 
Snipes purchased new equipment to expand the 
scope of services o�ered by his commercial cleaning 
and landscaping business.

 

Serving Columbia, SC
With a mission of closing the racial wealth gap, Optus Bank has 

$315 million bank began building an impact measurement system 
in 2020.  In 2021, Optus became part of a coalition of “spokes” that 
received a $2.4 million SBA grant as part of its Community Navigator 
Pilot program to launch a loan product for disadvantaged small 
businesses.  The SBA’s intake form requires collection of customer 
demographic data (including race, ethnicity, gender) and 
key business attributes, including number of full and part time 
employees, business sector (i.e., retail, manufacturing, construction), 

to support impact data collection. 

data points. Loan closing staff will then enter the data into the core 
system and ensure that the loans are booked with impact data 
intact.  The bank plans to collect and track metrics such as gross 
revenue, net worth and credit scores over time as part of monitoring 
or when a customer takes out a new business loan. This data will be 
used to understand how customers’ businesses grow over time and 
enhance Optus’ impact.

Any missing data should be gathered as a condition of loan 
closing. No funds should be dispersed prior to the receipt of 
information. Customers understand that to secure a loan, 
the bank needs certain information. Customers are generally 
cooperative in completing a loan application or responding to 
information requests during the due diligence phase in order 
to access funding. After a loan has closed and been funded, 

the information you need.
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Many practitioners think about impact data only  
in the context of external audiences. This data in-
cludes compliance reporting, customer marketing, 
and attracting investors. Internal audiences appre-
ciate the information too. Impact reports should be 
shared with internal stakeholders at all levels of the 
bank – including the board of directors, advisory 
board, senior management, middle managers, loan 

Sharing impact reports helps:

Highlight the important role of each team
member engaged in data collection toward
meeting the bank’s strategic goals

Build a culture that values data for both learning
and measuring progress toward strategic goals

Create an environment in which the data is used
to actively inform decision-making

Ensure a laser focus on how the bank can

While not discussed in this practitioner guide, storytell-
ing is a powerful tool for communicating your values 
and value proposition to internal stakeholders. Our 
Impact Storytelling Practitioner Guide discusses the 
power of stories and how a CDB can use storytelling 
to motivate both internal and external stakeholders 
toward action. 

PRACTITIONER GUIDE: THE BASICS OF IMPACT ANALYTICS
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Banks collect a lot of information from customers during loan 
application, underwriting, and monitoring. The value of this 
data for analyzing impact is often overlooked. Rather than store 
collected information in an easy and digitally accessible system 
such as the core, many CDBs memorialize this data in relatively 
inaccessible and unstructured formats, including credit memos, 
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Engaging staff directly 
responsible for 
implementation is a 
good way to both 
maximize 

buy-in.
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Building an effective data collection system is a key component 
of any CDB’s efforts to track and evaluate its impact perfor-
mance. A well-designed and consistently implemented system 
will produce reports that management can use to track progress 
on goals and facilitate continuous self-assessment. In the case of 
regulated CDBs providing services and lending at scale, auto-
mation and integration of data collection with existing systems is 
critical to success. As discussed above, most banks are already 
collecting some impact metrics in their core systems that can be 
repurposed for tracking impact. 
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In our 2013 report and during the 2019-2020 I@S train-ing 
program, banks’ core systems were cited as a key 
challenge in building an IMM reporting system. A core 
system is the back-end software that processes daily 
banking transactions, posts updates to accounts, ties all 
transactions (i.e., deposit-taking, payments, loan and 
credit processing) of the bank together, interfaces with 

and reports. In short, the core is a bank's backbone of 
operations and information management. 

banks are mandated to invest and 
continuously upgrade these systems for regulatory 
compliance purposes.

As of 2021, the three top banking core software compa-
nies (Jack Henry, Fiserv and FIS) had an 83% share of the 
CDFI bank market6, which is consistent with the banking 
sector. Lack of competition within the sector and con-
tracts that are too expensive to vacate result in software 

access data that is not part of a pre-designed report. 

Cornerstone Advisors’ 2021 “What’s Going on in Banking” report found that half of bankers said that getting more 
value from their technology vendor relationships is a top technology priority, citing “big frustrations” including 

7 

EXHIBIT 4 
CDFI Core System Vendors (2021)

 Source: August 2021, Analysis by FedFis



 
of big data, Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) – have the potential to create new ways to 
access and integrate data. But even when better technology exists, switching to a new core is a  

In 2013, CDBA conducted an analysis of impact data 
collection systems and processes among 10 of its member 
banks. Most participants cited bank core software systems 

-
ed challenges. Half of the banks reported their  
software systems were effective in meeting the general 
needs of their banks. Yet, most cited problems with their 

 
generating reports without paying large fees to the soft-
ware company). 

All bankers readily acknowledged that modifying a core 
will cost money. Over the long run, these investments 

way to collect and access data. Planning ahead will help 

Note that the CDFI Fund does allow its monies to be used 
to build CDFI capacity, including investing in technology 
and IMM systems. Similarly, Emergency Capital Investment 

for such capacity building purposes.

EXHIBIT 5 
Financial Institutions' "Big Frustrations" with their Core Systems Vendor

 Source: Cornerstone Advisors, "What's Going On in Banking" 2021 Report
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A key limitation cited by many CDBs is that most core sys-
tems are designed only to store current information. After 
a loan is repaid, most systems do not archive data for 
future analysis. Longitudinal data is critical to tracking out-
comes after the loan is repaid in order to understand if a 

result of having taken the loan (e.g., increase in income). 
During our 2013 landscape survey and the I@S training 
program, we asked about other “non-core” software 
tools used for impact data tracking. Multiple databases 

(i.e., Salesforce CRM, Microsoft Access) and compliance 
software packages (i.e., CRA Wiz) were cited. Some 
banks reported using multiple packages for different tasks. 
Loan portfolio management software packages were 
also mentioned. Due to ease of use, many banks reported 
simply downloading data from a database into an Excel 
spreadsheet for analysis. Bankers interviewed acknowl-
edged that investing in CRM software and maintaining 
the data is a cost and pain point, but a “necessary evil.”
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As part of the I@S training program, CDBA created a data 
inventory template spreadsheet to help CDBs track down 
“who has what data” at the bank (See Appendix 3 – Data 
Inventory Template). We found that data is often collect-
ed by different people for different purposes, such as loan 

technology department personnel). This data may reside in 

Data Inventory Template a helpful early 
step in your impact journey. The data inventory spread-
sheet is built using Business Process Modeling (BPM), a 
format common in management consulting. The tool walks 

business functions. The template outlines common stages 
in the lending process (i.e., pre-application, application, 
underwriting, monitoring, loan close out) and provides 
common metrics collected by banks. As you walk through 
the process, the spreadsheet asks you to note when and 
where different data is collected. The spreadsheet includes 
questions about the quality of the data and  
collection process. 

The Excel-based tool creates a simple visualization of  
data point collection by stage and the average quality 
of the data by stage. The information generated by the 
data inventory template arms your bank with valuable 
information about how to harness data from your current 
systems. During the I@S training, several banks volunteered 
to test the tool. Those that did discovered impact  
data they were already collecting. They also spotted  

 
for centralizing data collection. 
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THE BASICS OF  IMPACT DATA
In this section, we will cover some of the basic 
terminology of impact measurement and some 
examples of the types of impacts that CDBs can 
measure. We also provide suggestions for other 
resources you can use to learn more. 

We strongly suggest that you review Appendix 1 – 
How to Use the Impact Metrics Menu. This resource 
highlights commonly used metrics in the domestic 

originally compiled by Aeris Insight and Global 
Impact Investor Network (GIIN) in their 2017 joint 
publication, Community Investing Impact Metric 
Set, Guidance Paper for CDFIs. Appendix 1 uses the 

how regulated banks operating in the United States 
collect and report data. 

Industrial Bank serves nonprofits, such as the Elaine Ellis Center 
of Health, that provide critical community services.
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“output” is the direct result of an action by the bank (i.e., 
originating a loan, opening a new account for a customer).

 

Many of the adjacent examples of output data are already 
collected by banks: (1) at the time of a loan application; (2) 
during loan underwriting; (3) after approval but prior to loan 
closing and funds disbursement; or (4) when a new account 
is opened. 

Generally, output data is the easiest for a bank to collect as 
its personnel are directly interacting with the customer and 
gathering the information while providing service (a.k.a.  
primary data collection). Output data is almost always  
quantitative, which makes it easier to collect, manage and 
report. Output data is also simple to measure, given it is 
focused on counting tangible business transactions and busi-
ness activity in which the bank has some control. By contrast, 
outcomes are often outside of the direct control of the bank. 

 

Dollar amount ($) and number of loans (#) 
originated or disbursed

Type or purpose of loans (e.g., construction 
and land development, multifamily, commercial 
and industrial)

Customer characteristics at time of loan  
application or approval (e.g., customer income 
levels, credit scores, geographic location of a  

 
code, tax status, number of existing employees  
in the business)

Number and type of accounts (checking, 
savings, time deposits) opened

hosted and the number of attendees

Creating Quality and Accessible Jobs
Serving Kansas City, MO and surrounding communities

Designing impact data collection into your service delivery process can enhance the quality and completeness of data 
gathered from customers.  Central Bank of Kansas City (CBKC) is able to get quality pre- and post-transaction impact 

projects.  The Agreement outlines the data that customers need to report annually.  In 2017, CBKC provided NMTC 

into a tech-focused business incubator and a hotel that are part of a City effort to revitalize the neighborhood.  

project created 79 construction jobs, of which 100% paid living wages, 15% were jobs for unskilled entry level workers, 
80% required no more than a high school education, and 50% were held by neighborhood residents.  After completion, 
the project’s 12 tenants employ 160 full time workers, of which 96% of the jobs pay a living wage and 87% require no 

to 120 low income people to build marketable job skills to work in the emerging tech business sector of Cape Girardeau.
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8 Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is expected to issue a rule on implementation of Dodd-Frank Section 1071, which 
will affect data collection for small business lenders.  Financial institutions participating in Treasury’s Emergency Capital 

Output

Data describing at  
time of loan closing 
or service provision

Easiest to collect

Intermediate 
outcome

Data on borrower 
changes after  
loan closing

Moderately di�cult 
to collect

End outcome

Data on borrower or 
community changes 

over loan life or other 
defined time

Hardest to collect

Output data describes the amount of lending capital or 
services that a bank has directly delivered to its customers. 
Some output data points describe what type of activities 
you are funding (e.g., asset type or purpose of loan), others 
provide a picture of customers served (e.g., customer 
income, credit score, NAICS code, tax status), and other 
data points can help gather valuable information about  
the community (e.g., census tract). 

Customer and community demographic data is an 

institutions have been subject to limitations on collection of 
this type of data – with the exception of lending under the 
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act. 

As a result, CDBs have relied on geographic proxies, namely 
the racial and income makeup of a community’s census 
tracts, to better understand the customers they serve. As of 
the writing of this guide, pending changes in Federal policy 

CDBs.8 Thus, CDBA will issue a separate working paper(s) on 
this topic as these new policies take shape. 

Below we will discuss how Output data can also be used 
as a building block for other types of impact data. Output 
data can be used as “baseline” data to measure changes 
in a customers’ circumstances post-service delivery. As 
discussed below, collecting data to measure change over 
time can be used as outcome data. 

EXHIBIT 6 
Output-Outcome Continuum
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BankPlus’ Jade Cowan worked with customer Christal 

training program.

Improving Credit Scores and Promoting 
Financial Wellness

Serving Mississippi, Alabama, and 
Louisiana
BankPlus launched CreditPlus – a small-dollar loan and 

are eligible for a $500 or $1,000 loan at affordable interest 
rates and with zero fees. Created as an alternative to payday 
lending, CreditPlus has proven effective in encouraging 
savings and as a credit repair product.  

attendees, of which 90% live in low-to-moderate income 
households. The bank originated 18,300 loans totaling 
over $14 million, and program participants opened 11,600 
checking and savings accounts totaling nearly $4 million. The 
analysis also found that more than 3,700 of the customers 
who paid off their initial CreditPlus loan took out a second. 
Of this group, 60% of borrowers increased their credit scores 

increase of 47 points. Nearly 14 percent had no credit score 

������������
Outcome data describes change over time for 
the bank’s customers and community. This data is 
gathered at some point after the bank’s delivery of 
services. 

Outcome data describes living things, such as people 
or the environment, rather than factors like the 
economy or a neighborhood.  Ultimately, as previously 
noted, the CDB’s goal is to help create wealth and 
economic opportunity. How do you want people’s 
lives to be better or for the planet to be healthier? 
Outcome data tells the story of how the services and 
products your bank provides affect people’s lives. 

After participating in  
a credit counseling 
program offered by the 
bank, did a customer’s 
credit score improve?

If a company received 
a business loan, did its 
revenue increase? Has it 
hired more employees? 
Has the borrower’s income 
increased? 

Did the percentage of 
cost-burdened households 
decrease in a census tract 
where a large affordable 
housing development was 

Have the number of 
repeat visitors to hospitals 
decreased after the 
opening of a health clinic?
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Building Household Equity Through Home Ownership 
Serving Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN & national markets
Sunrise’s Open Door Mortgage Program helps immigrants 

wellness training programs. In 2021, 63 families that 

counseling became eligible for an Open Door mortgage. The 
Open Door mortgage features affordable terms, including 
a grant for the down payment, and allows alternative 

income documentation. Immigrants can qualify using an 

Security Number, if they are working toward permanent 
U.S. residency. Sunrise originated $15 million in Open Door 
mortgages in 2021. The 63 families will collectively build 
$3.6 million ($57,000 per household) in equity over the next 
10 years just through loan amortization alone – without 
considering increases in home values.

While most CDFIs primarily collect data at 
the origination phase, fewer collect data 
throughout the life of a loan or customer 
relationship. Collecting data throughout 
the loan/deposit relationship allows you to 
measure the outcomes of your lending and 
services over time. 

Outcome tracking can be 

combining data collected 
from customers with 
data on market context, 
such as poverty rates, 
unemployment, portion of 
cost burdened households, 
whether a community is 
medically underserved, 
and food deserts. 

Use of data-enriched geographic 
information systems, such as PolicyMap, 
can shed light on the importance of your 
bank’s work.

Sunrise Banks employees create "Welcome Home" baskets for 
new home owners.



Household savings on rent. If the monthly market rate for a 
similar housing unit in the neighborhood is $1,000 per month, 
and a household in an affordable unit pays only $700, the 
household saves $300 per month – or $3,600 per year. That 
is a tangible and real impact that the bank has facilitated. 

A bank makes a loan to a developer to construct 
a 30-unit multi-family housing project, of which all
are affordable for families at or below 80% of area 
median income. 

Generally, there 
are two categories 
of outcome data:

�� ������������
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Data that focuses on 
medium-term results. While 
there are no hard-and-fast 

intermediate outcome as a 
change that occurs during 
the term of a loan.

When reporting on outcomes, it is important to 
acknowledge the ecosystem of stakeholders 
that also play a role in systemic community 
change. The bank will likely have played a role 
in helping a customer achieve their desired 
outcome, whether through lending, technical 
assistance, or some other activity. Of course, 
other factors also play a role in customer 
success as well; such as the entrepreneur's 

tenacity, a business securing a big contract, 
and the city investing in local infrastructure, 
each play their own part in a customer's 
accomplishments. While it is not possible to 
ascribe relative importance to each factor, an 
IMM best practice is to simply acknowledge 
other factors that contributed to an outcome.

a bank may already be collecting some of the information needed to capture 
the intermediate outcomes as part of its ongoing monitoring of its small business customer (i.e., 
market rate rent, business revenues and number of employees). But, the bank needs a strategy to 
systematically collect the information in a consistent and accessible (i.e., digital) form. The bank will 

 
l

 

30 units of new housing

 

 
 

Bank loan

A bank makes a loan to a small business with $25,000 in monthly revenue. During 
the term of the loan, the business expands monthly revenue to $35,000. 

Business revenue increase of $10,000 per month, or $120,000 per year

Change in the number of employees. Here, the business employed 
3 people at the time of loan origination. The increase in revenue 
enabled them to hire 1 new employee – a net impact of 1 new job.

Bank loan
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A bank makes a loan to a sole proprietor business and business revenue rises. 
The business owner’s take-home income increases from $2,000 to $2,750 per month. The net $9,000 in 
annual household income is an end outcome available for needs such as food, education, home, 
auto, or medical expenses. 

Outcome measures necessitate creating processes 
to collect initial data at the time of service and follow 
up data at a later point in time (e.g., a survey sent to 
borrowers or a questionnaire completed by bank staff as 
part of monitoring). Your impact tracking system should 
allow you to generate a report to view and analyze 
the data. While more time- and resource-intensive 
than collecting output data, outcome data creates a 
compelling narrative of your impact. This data, of course, 
may be convincing to external audiences such as 
government, philanthropic, and impact investors, as well as 
customers. 

a key 
business analytic that give management insights into what 
works and what needs improvement in your offerings.

As part of strategic planning, the bank should envision the 
end outcomes it aims to achieve. The outcomes should 
connect to a bank’s products and services and its delivery 
strategy. By eventually having an IMM reporting system 
that collects data on both outputs and outcomes, the 
bank will have a powerful set of tools to understand how 
to adjust its strategy to better achieve its double or triple 
bottom line goals.

�� ������������
or “long-

term” outcomes – focus 
on long-term results. This is 
by far the most difficult 
type of impact for all 
CDFIs to capture! 

Practically speaking, 
capturing end outcomes 
is likely something a bank 
will want to tackle only 
after it has experience 
collecting intermediary 
outcome data. 

A bank offers a credit-counseling program to help 
customers repair credit and improve credit scores. 
Subsequently, some of these customers may apply for a car or 
mortgage loan. If a bank has built an internal system to track 
customer credit score changes and/or migration to additional 
products and services, it can paint a powerful picture of how the 
bank’s activities can influence the financial trajectory of its customers.

A bank seeks to stabilize a distressed neighborhood. 
They develop and implement outreach strategies 
to target customers in the neighborhood.  
The bank also partners with community-based organizations offering 
other community services. The bank creates loan products to help 
repair and rehabilitate single-family houses, improve neighborhood 
commercial areas, and support small businesses. Over time, 
stabilization might be measured by decreases in crime and business 
vacancy rates or an increase in home ownership.
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to an abundance of third-party secondary data that can help your CDB paint a powerful picture of how your 
efforts connect with improving community outcomes. 

Secondary data comes from third-party sources and can contextualize primary data. When geocoded through 
a database like Policy Map, CDFI Fund’s Information Mapping System (CIMS), or the FFIEC mapping system, an 
address can pull census tract, county or state level data such as:

Average Median Family Income 

Average Household Income

People Living Below the Poverty Line

Demographic Characteristics of the Surrounding 
community (i.e., race, ethnicity, age)

Housing Stock Information on Affordability, 
Vacancy Rates

Business Vacancy Rates

CDFI Fund Program eligibility for NMTC, BEA, 
FA/TA program, and more

Geocoding loans and deposit accounts can reveal 
information about these community characteristics  
that go above and beyond the information a 
customer can relay. At a minimum, this information 
can help your bank craft a narrative about or 
understand more deeply the places it works  
(see Exhibit 7).

Native American Bank assisted the Blackfeet 
Nation in financing the new Holiday Inn Express in 
Browning, Montana. Pictured is the Holiday Inn’s 
opening ceremony.

������������
Primary data is data that your bank collects directly from a customer. Any information that is received directly by the 

As this type of information comes straight from the source (i.e., the customer), data integrity is usually high. Primary 
data can be used for output or outcome metrics depending on when it is collected. Primary data is highly coveted 
for IMM. But, it can be challenging to collect consistently – particularly after service delivery. Banks can use email or 
mobile banking reminders, tie completion of surveys to rewards, or build phone surveys into the monitoring process. 
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Government agencies can provide good secondary 
data sources. While the information does not come 
from the end user directly, these databases can be 
useful for gathering impact data. 

How many seats are available at the school 
and enrollment

How many of the students qualify for free or 
reduced-priced lunch – which is a commonly 
used proxy for low-income students

Graduation rates

Student achievement metrics (i.e., standardized 

Each of these data points adds context to your loan 
and can be  as impact data. With these 
metrics, your team could write a success story that 
highlights the performance of the school, how many 
more students it can now serve, and how your CDB 
was instrumental in completing the project. 

One caveat with secondary data is that the most 
current data available may still be one or more years 
old. While primary data is collected from a customer 
at the most current possible point in time, secondary 
data is often based on government-collected 
information that may be a year or more behind. 
Much of the data for schools, for example, will be from 
a year or two prior to the current school year because 
of reporting requirements and data processing times. 
Similarly, demographic data can be several years 
behind because most of the information is based on 
the American Community Survey and Census Bureau 
data. While these sources are highly reputable, it is 

relevancy. It is also important to note that too often, 
low-income and BIPOC communities are hampered by 
undercounting in government census efforts.
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EXHIBIT 7 
Mapped Secondary Data 
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seeks to create, grow, and measure its social and 
environmental impact. A particular focus for the bank is 
commercial lending in the renewable energy sector to 
reduce CO2 emissions.   

includes loans to several different types of renewable 
energy production, including biogas, solar, wind, 
geothermal, and hydroelectric. The bank shares its 
outputs – number of dollars loaned in each category 
– and outcomes – the number of megawatt hours of
clean energy products and the amount of carbon
dioxide prevented from being released into the
atmosphere as a result.  The bank converts these
CO2 numbers into more intuitive statistics that make a
little more sense to people, such as the equivalent of
removing a certain number of cars off the roads for a

The process to determine estimates is straightforward 
and the calculation is automated in a master 
spreadsheet with all renewable energy loans. As part of 
the loan application and underwriting processes, each 
borrower provides information about the energy 
production facilities that they are operating, such 
as when operation began or when it will begin, the 
facility’s energy capacity (megawatts), and the 
amount of time the facility spends producing power per 
day, week, or month, so that the bank can determine 
how much energy it is likely to produce each year.  This 
is necessary for underwriting, since the sale of energy is 
generally the source of repayment.  

Measuring Climate Impact
Serving the West Coast
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With this energy production (in megawatt hours) 
information collected, the bank’s impact team 
determines the projected total energy produced 
across all borrowers and then uses the methodology 
provided through the EPA’s online "Greenhouse Gases 
Equivalencies Calculator - Calculations and References" 
page to determine avoided emissions. The team 
incorporates the EPA's equations into a spreadsheet so 
that numbers can be easily calculated for any loan over 
any amount of time. Below is the general formula:

The impact team uses projected energy numbers based 
on the materials provided during the underwriting process 
and then updates them with actual energy production 
numbers afterwards when they become available.  

$144 million in loans to renewable energy projects 
(output). These loans have resulted in an estimated 
687 MwH of renewable energy produced, which is the 
equivalent of taking over 93,000 gas-powered cars off the 
road for a year (outcomes).

power-northwest/.

Beneficial State Bank finances projects, such 
as solar installations, that address climate 
issues.
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In this section, we will highlight a few of the most important IMM players that are relevant to the 
work of CDBs (as of the writing of this practitioners’ guide).
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Within the philanthropic and impact investor sectors, 
The Global Impact Investing Network (The GIIN) is 
generally considered the leader in creating a common 
IMM language, identifying best practices, and developing 
a generally accepted catalog of performance metrics for 
impact investors. Their catalog of impact metrics is called 
IRIS+ and is being adopted by many organizations with 
socially motivated money to deploy. The GIIN’s focus is 
helping philanthropic organizations and impact investors 
learn 

into investment decision making. While US based, 
The GIIN members are international in scope; thus, the 
breadth of geographies and types of impact activities 
they have attempted to capture in IRIS+ is very broad. 
Launched in 2012, The GIIN is worth paying attention to 
because those with socially motivated money to deploy 
listen to their recommendations Interest in CDFIs – 
including CDBs – has been growing among The GIINs 
impact investor members. 
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Aeris Insight (hereafter Aeris), launched in 2004, is a rating 
service for non-regulated CDFIs. As unregulated entities, 
CDFI loan funds struggled to established credibility with 
many large institutional and impact investors. Unlike reg-
ulated CDFI banks and credit unions, loan funds do not 
have standardized Call Reports (which create a 
mechanism for comparison and transparency). An 
investor subscription service, Aeris is an arm-length third-
party rating 

performance, risk management, and social 
impact. In 2017, Aeris developed and published a 
catalog of impact metrics that are commonly used 
among CDFI loan funds. 

Publications
The following publications and 
websites regularly feature articles 
on IMM, impact investing, and the 
emerging purpose-led business sector.

https://hbr.org/

https://impactalpha.com

https://ssir.org

https://www.buildhealthyplaces.org

https://www.bcorporation.net
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The United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals 
(commonly called the SDGs) are a collection of 17 
interlinked global goals designed to be a “blueprint to 
achieve a better and more sustainable future for all”. 
The SDGs were established in 2015 by the United Nations 
General Assembly and are intended to be achieved by 
the year 2030. The 17 goals cover a wide range of topics, 
such as poverty alleviation, ending hunger, improving 
health outcomes, improving education, reducing 
inequality, promoting decent work and economic 
growth, promoting sustainable communities, climate 
action, and others. Many of the SDGs align very well with 
the work of CDBs. The SDGs are important as many 
philanthropic organizations, impact investors and even 
some business sectors are using the vocabulary of the 
SDGs to talk about how their work aligns with creating 
impacts for a better world. 
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Over the last four decades, professional asset managers 
have been integrating social and environmental impact 

investment decisions. Much of this shift has been 
motivated by growing investor interest. Environmental 
Social and Governance (ESG) screening is now a 
mainstay practice among US-based and global 
investment advisors and professional fund managers. The 
US Social Investment Forum (US SIF) is the domestic ESG 
advocacy and best practices leader. US SIF members 
represent $5 trillion in assets under management or 
advisement, including 

advisors, broker-dealers, and 
increasing banks and credit 

-ed as a “S” (Social) in ESG. 
The growing interest by ESG- motivated investors in 
deploying capital and deposits into regulated CDFIs is 
fomenting an interest in impact data among banks and 
investors alike. 
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MIE is the leading impact investing network for US-based 
foundations. Foundations become members of MIE to 

and network with other impact investors. 
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IMP was a time-bound initiative funded by global philan-
thropy to build consensus on how to measure, assess, 
and report impacts on people and the environment. The 

ment of IMM standards and guidance for use by 
invest-ment practitioners. At its conclusion, the IMP 
spun-off its activities to four international organizations 
that continue its work: (1) Impact Management 
Platform; (2) Impact Frontiers; (3) The Global Investing 
Network: and (3) the IFRS Foundation. While IMP is no 
longer operational, its website contains helpful 
information about IMM. 
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